INTERMOLECULAR FORCES IN BIOLOGY:
LIPIDS AND LIPID AGGREGATES
Fatty Acids: Single Chain Amphiphiles
Consider stearic acid, a type of lipid known as a fatty acid. It has an 18 C atom chain
with a carboxylic acid group (RCO2H) at one end.

The carboxyl end (shown in red) containing the two oxygens is polar, but the rest of
the molecule is completely nonpolar. We can draw a "cartoon" model of this molecule
as a circle representing the carboxyl polar end or "head group" with a single
connecting line representing the long, nonpolar "tail".

A molecule that contains a distinct polar region and a distinct single chai nonpolar
region is called a single chain amphiphile.
How would this fatty acid interact with water? A small number of these molecules
might be soluble in water (remember even insoluble salts dissociate to a small degree
to form some ions). The nonpolar tail is not stable in water, but the polar head is.
Some of the molecules migrate to the surface of the water, with the nonpolar tails
protruding into the air, away from water, forming a monolayer on the surface. Others
will self-aggregate, through IMFs to form a spherical structure in which the nonpolar
tails are sequestered from water and the polar head are facing the water. This structure
is called a micelle. In the figure below, the polar head groups are shown in blue.

What IMFs are involved? First consider attractive IMFs. The buried nonpolar chains
can interact and be stabilized through London forces. Buried inside of the micelle, the
nonpolar chains are sequestered from water. This view fits our simple axiom of "likedissolves like". The polar head groups can be stabilized by ion-dipole interactions
between charged head groups and water. Likewise H-bonds between water and the
head group stabilizes the exposed head groups in water. Repulsive forces are also
involved. Head groups can repel each other through steric factors, or ion-ion repulsion
from like-charged head groups. The attractive forces must be greater than the
repulsive forces, leading to micelle formation.

Jmol: Micelle Jmol14 (Java) | JSMol (HTML5)
Detergents are molecules, like fatty acids, that have distinct and separate polar and
nonpolar regions. They form micelles in water. Grease from clothes or foods,
normally not soluble in water, can "dive" into the middle of the micelle and be carried
off by this structure. This effectively "solubilizes" the nonpolar molecule. Notice
that there is no water inside the micelle as you can see in the figure and Jmol
computer model above.
Phospholipids: Double Chain Amphipiles
Now consider another lipid, a phospholipid, an example of which is shown below. X
represents a polar group containing a charged phosphate.

Note that it has a polar end (shown in red), but in contrast to stearic acid, it has two
long nonpolar tails shown in blue. We can draw a "cartoon" model of this as a circle
representing the polar end or "head group" with two connecting lines representing the
two long nonpolar "tails". It is a double chain amphiphile. Phospholipids are the
major component of biological membranes. Again, in the figure below, the polar head
groups are shown in blue.

How would this phospholipid interact with water? Again, as with single chain
detergents, there are several possible ways. A small number of these molecules might
be soluble in water. Again, the nonpolar tails are unstable in water, while the polar
head are. As in the case of single chain detergents, some of the molecules migrate to
the surface of the water, with the nonpolar tails sticking out into air, away from water,
to form a monolayer on the top of the water. Others will self- aggregate, through IMFs

to form a bilayer or membrane instead of a micelle which contains single chain
amphiphiles. The polar head groups in a double chain amphiphile can get closer
together than in a micelle since there are extra stabilizing interactions among the side
chains. The result is the formation of a membrane bilayer which affords less space
for each head group than in a micelle. Imagine the bilayer membrane curving around
and eventually meeting itself. A structure like this would look like a small biological
cell. In contrast to a micelle, the interior of this multimolecular lipid aggregate, called
a liposome or vesicle, is filled with water which can interact through IMFs with the
head groups of the inner leaflet of this membrane. The head groups of the outer leaflet
of the membrane interact through IMFs with the bulk water.

Jmol: Nonhydrated Bilayer Jmol14 (Java) | JSMol (HTML5)
Liposomes are useful since they are simple models of actual biological membranes.
In addition, they can be used therapeutically. Toxic drugs, like those used in
chemotherapy, can be incorporated into the aqueous volume inside a liposome where
they can be targeted to specific tumor cells.
Liposomes and micelles seem to be complicated structures. However their formation
and structure can be predicted from the simple solubility properties of these molecules
and an understanding of IMFs
Ever wonder why a solution sodium hydroxide (a base) feels slippery on your skin?
The hydroxide base cleaves the bond between fatty acids connected to more complex
skin phospholipids. The free fatty acids then aggregate spontaneously to
form micelles which act like detergents which as you know feel slippery as well.
Triacylglycerides
We've seen the structures of a single fatty acid and of a phospholipid which contains
two fatty acids linked to glycerol. Another very abundant lipid contains three fatty
acids connected to glycerol to form a triacylglyeride, as shown below.

This molecule overall is so nonpolar that it self associates to form lipid drops which
are stored predominantly in fat or adipose tissue in the body. Its main function is not
structural, but as a source of energy
Source : http://employees.csbsju.edu/hjakubowski/classes/ch125/
IB1_IMF_Lipid_Aggregates.html

